TRADE PROFILE OF FOREST PRODUCTS

Total Imports (2019): $1.24 billion
Total Exports (2019): $12.94 billion. $6.48 billion (50.1%) exported to “regulated markets.”

SUMMARY OF LEGALITY RISKS

Risk Score: 62.1 (Higher Risk)\(^1\)
Conflict State: NO\(^2\)
Log or Sawnwood Export Restriction in Effect: YES\(^3\)
Import Regulation in Effect: NO

- Illegal logging is widespread and a high percentage of Brazil’s timber has been reported to be illegal.
- Illegal logging and land grabbing are highly associated with violent conflicts in rural and indigenous communities, often driven by organized criminal networks.
- High-value species from natural forests are at an elevated risk for illegal harvest.
- Fraud and corruption are common and there is a risk that illegal timber is laundered into supply chains for all species.
- Despite several high-profile enforcement operations that revealed systemic fraud and illegal logging, enforcement is limited in capacity and has been weakened further under the current political administration.
- There have been widespread reports about the weakening of laws and requirements, some retroactively, applying to timber exported to international markets from Brazil.
- There is also a high-risk of tax evasion for timber products from Brazil.
- Interpol and the EU Member States have issued high alert warnings for illegal timber from Brazil.
- Illegacies related to ownership of land and land conversion are a risk for timber sourced from Brazil.

SUMMARY OF HIGHEST PRODUCT-LEVEL RISKS

Exports – Top Products Exported to the US by 2019 Value\(^5\)
- Pulp (HS47)
- Flooring, Decking, Moulding & Strips (HS4409)
- Joinery Products (HS4418)
- Plywood (HS4412)
- Sawnwood (HS4407)
- Paper (HS48)
- Wood Furniture – Bedroom (HS940350)
- Wood Furniture – Other (HS940360)
- Fibreboard (HS4411)
- Frames (HS4414)

Export of logs (HS4403) have been banned in some form since at least 1996.\(^6\) Since 2005, Brazil has banned the export of logs (HS4403), sawnwood (HS4407), and firewood (HS4401 and HS4405) from natural forests, while allowing for the export of these products from plantations and sustainable management plans.\(^7\) All sawnwood of 250mm thickness or less cannot be exported.\(^8\)

Furthermore, Brazil has restricted the trade of certain wood species, including banning the export of panara pine (Araucaria angustifolia) since 2001.\(^9\) Similarly, since 2003, Brazilian mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla) cannot be harvested or (continued)
exported in any form unless sourced from sustainable management plans,\textsuperscript{10} and since 2006, Brazil nut (\textit{Bertholletia excelsa}) and rubberwood (\textit{Hevea} spp.) cannot be harvested or exported if sourced from natural, primary or regenerated forests.\textsuperscript{11,12} Since 2008, the Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA) has also published an extensive list of "Species of Brazilian Flora Threatened with Extinction" that are subject to additional export restrictions,\textsuperscript{13,14} with the most recent iteration of the list appearing in October 2017.\textsuperscript{15}

### SUMMARY OF HIGHEST SPECIES-LEVEL RISKS

Illegal logging and trade affect many timber species, but highly valuable - often rare and endangered - species that are protected under harvest and/or trade regulations are a key target and at an elevated risk for illegality. The following species are either currently, or have recently, been protected in Brazil.

#### CITES-Listed Species:\textsuperscript{16}

**Appendix I:**
- Brazilian Rosewood or Jacarandá (\textit{Dalbergia nigra})

**Appendix II:**
- Pau Rosa (\textit{Aniba rosaeodora})
- Pao Santo or Verawood (\textit{Plectrocarpa sarmientoi}, synonym \textit{Bulnesia sarmientoi})
- Native Brazilwood or Pernambuco (\textit{Paubrasilia echinata}, synonym \textit{Caesalpinia echinata})
- Rosewood (\textit{Dalbergia} spp.)
- Brazilian Mahogany (\textit{Swietenia macrophylla})

The following species cannot be exported in any form:\textsuperscript{17}
- Panara Pine (\textit{Araucaria angustifolia})

The following species cannot be exported if sourced from natural, primary or regenerated forests:\textsuperscript{18}
- Brazil Nut (\textit{Bertholletia excelsa})
- Rubberwood (\textit{Hevea} spp.)

The following species cannot be exported unless sourced from sustainable forest plans:\textsuperscript{19}
- Brazilian Mahogany (\textit{Swietenia macrophylla})
- Argentina Cedar or Cedro Batata (\textit{Cedrela fissilis})
- \textit{Cedrela angustifolia} (synonym \textit{Cedrela lilloi})
- Spanish Cedar (\textit{Cedrela odorata})\textsuperscript{15}

Species with Reported Incidents of Illegal Logging:\textsuperscript{20}
- Ipê (\textit{Handroanthus} spp.), especially Pink Ipê (\textit{Handroanthus impetiginosus}) and Yellow Ipê (\textit{Handroanthus serratifolius}). These species are occasionally reported as \textit{Tabebuia impetiginosa} and \textit{Tabebuia serratifolia}.

#### All natural forest species in Brazil are higher-risk.

These include:\textsuperscript{25}
- Sande (\textit{Brosimum utile})
- Spanish Cedar (\textit{Cedrela odorata})
- Freijo (\textit{Cordia goeldiana})
- Garupa (\textit{Dinizia excelsa})
- Cumaru (\textit{Dipteryx odorata})
- Cambara (\textit{Erisma uncinatum})
- Cupiuba (\textit{Goupia glabra})
- Brazilian Cherry or Jatobá (\textit{Hymenaea courbaril})\textsuperscript{22}
- Macarunduba (\textit{Manilkara huberi})
- Itauba (\textit{Mezilaurus itauba})
- Faveira (\textit{Parkia} spp.)
- Yellow Ipê (\textit{Handroanthus serratifolius})
- Pink Ipê (\textit{Handroanthus impetiginosus})

The following are plantation species and are considered lower-risk:
- Acacia (\textit{Acacia} spp.)\textsuperscript{26,27}
- Eucalyptus (\textit{Eucalyptus} spp.)\textsuperscript{28,29}
Summary of Highest Species-Level Risks (continued)

- **Rubberwood** (*Hevea brasiliensis*)\(^{30,31}\)
- **Pine** (*Pinus spp.*)\(^{32,33}\)
- **Brazilian Fern Tree** (*Schizolobium amazonicum*)\(^{34}\)
- **Teak** (*Tectona spp.*)\(^{35,36}\)
- **Paricá** (*Schizolobium parahyba*)\(^{37}\)

All tropical hardwood exports should be considered high-risk based on overall legality risk in Brazil. Robust third party certification can be considered as a tool to help mitigate this high-risk, but should not constitute sufficient due diligence for legality in and of itself.

### Forestry Sector

**Forested Area:** 496.6 million ha\(^{38}\) (30.4% protected)\(^{39}\)

**Deforestation Rate:** 0.3% annually\(^{40}\)

**Forest Ownership (as of 2015):**\(^{41}\)
- 222.8 million ha privately-owned (44%)
- 281.1 million ha publicly-owned (56%)

**Certified Forests:***
- FSC Certification: 7.26 million ha (2019)\(^{42}\)
- PEFC Certification: 4.91 million ha (2020)\(^{43}\)
- FSC & PEFC Certification: 3.56 million ha (2019)\(^{44}\)

### Domestic Production:\(^{45}\)
- Logs: 158.08 million m\(^3\) (2019)
- Wood Fuel: 123.44 million m\(^3\) (2019)
- Pulp: 39.54 million tonnes (2019)
- Wood Chips: 30.9 million m\(^3\) (2019)
- Paper: 25.8 million tonnes (2019)
- Sawnwood: 10.24 million m\(^3\) (2019)
- Fibreboard: 4.85 million m\(^3\) (2019)
- Particleboard: 3.37 million m\(^3\) (2019)
- Wood Pellets: 2.91 million tonnes (2019)
- Veneer: 550 thousand m\(^3\) (2019)

### Brazil's Top Source Markets for Forest Products by Value (2019)\(^{46}\)

![Graph showing trade value (US$) for different source markets with bars for various forest products like Other Forest Products, Sleepers, Veneer, Marquetry, Charcoal, Table & Kitchenware, Other Articles of Wood, Sawnwood, Wood Furniture, Pulp, and Paper.](image)
HIGH-RISK EXPORTS: LOG EXPORTS
IN YEARS IN WHICH BRAZIL HAD AN ACTIVE
LOG EXPORT RESTRICTION (2015–2020)

HIGH-RISK EXPORTS: SAWNWOOD EXPORTS
IN YEARS IN WHICH BRAZIL HAD AN ACTIVE
SAWNWOOD EXPORT RESTRICTION (2015–2020)
**TIMBER LEGALITY**

Illegal logging has soared since 2012, particularly in natural forests. In 2020, deforestation in Brazil’s Amazon rose to its highest level in more than a decade, and recent reports indicate that forest clearances in Brazil’s Amazon region rose 17 percent in the first six months of 2021. While Brazil saw dramatic reductions in deforestation and illegal logging in the period between 2000 and 2012 as a result of strong political commitment, conservation measures and enforcement efforts, there have been well publicized concerns about the scale of forest destruction (deforestation and forest degradation caused by logging) in the Amazon over the last few years.

- **Illegal logging is widespread and a high percentage of Brazil’s timber has been reported to be illegal.**

Brazil has the second largest area of forest in the world at nearly 500 million hectares (59 percent of its territory) of both natural and planted forests. Natural forests occupy around 485 million hectares in Brazil or 98 percent of the forest area. The majority of this forest is in the Amazon biome with the two states of Pará and Mato Grosso supplying 70 percent of Brazil’s tropical timber. Rondônia is reportedly growing in importance as a major source of Brazil’s timber.

Brazil has around 11.2 million hectares of plantation forest as of 2020, mostly consisting of eucalyptus (75 percent of plantation extent) and pine (21 percent of plantation extent). Forest plantations amount to 2 percent of the total forest area. Other plantation species include acacia, parica, rubber, teak and poplar.

In September 2019, the superintendent of the Federal Police in Amazonas declared that 90 percent of the timber from the Amazon was likely illegal. A 2016 study estimated that close to half of the wood harvested in Brazil is reportedly illegal, with the majority sourced from natural forests.

While plantation timber from Brazil can generally be considered lower-risk than timber sourced from natural forests, Preferred by Nature reports that some timber plantations have been developed on illegally-obtained land and therefore illegal ownership remains a risk for both timber from natural forests and private plantations.
Timber Legality (continued)

- Illegal logging and land grabbing are highly associated with violent conflicts in rural and indigenous communities, often driven by organized criminal networks.

There were an average of 30 homicides per year related to land conflicts with a total of 723 homicides between 1994 and 2014. Human Rights Watch has demonstrated the links between "ipê mafias" and 28 assassinations as well as 40 death threats since 2015, while the Pastoral Land Commission (Comissão Pastoral da Terra) has estimated that land conflicts in Brazil hit 1,576 cases in 2020, the highest number ever recorded since tracking began in 1985. Many of these cases have involved indigenous people and rural activists in the Brazilian Amazon. At least 113 Indigenous people were murdered in Brazil in 2019, with 25 cases of attempted murder. Recent court cases further reveal direct links between illegal timber harvesting and violent crimes against members of communities using the forests for subsistence, aimed at driving them off the land or discourage them to invoke their rights.

Organized criminal networks with "the logistical capacity to coordinate large-scale extraction, processing, and sale of timber, while deploying armed men to protect their interests" have been widely publicized.

- High-value species from natural forests are at an elevated risk for illegal harvest.

Ipê is among the most valuable tree species in the world, and there have been extensive reports of illegal logging involving a number of ipê and other high-value species from Brazil, including pink ipê (H. impetiginosus) and yellow ipê (H. serratifolius) as well as big-leaf mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla). Commercial exploitation of big-leaf mahogany was temporarily prohibited in 2001 to avoid the species’ extinction. Brazil has banned the export of Brazilian rosewood, and also restricts exports of unprocessed logs from natural forests. Other high-value species harvested from natural forests in Brazil include cumaru (Dipteryx odorata), jatoba (Hymenaea courbaril), massaranduba (Manilkara bidentate) and angelim vermelho (Dinizia excelsa).

In 2018, researchers published evidence that high-value species, particularly ipê, but also massuranduba and angelim vermelho were being illegally logged at higher rates than other less valuable species using fraudulently obtained logging permits across Pará state.

- Fraud and corruption are common and there is a risk that illegal timber is laundered into supply chains for all species.

Some companies are circumventing the law and laundering illegal timber into supply chains by fraudulently obtaining the necessary paperwork. Greenpeace’s series of investigations in Pará, Mato Grosso and Rondônia since 2014 suggest that official documentation is not, in and of itself, sufficient to guarantee the legal origin of timber sourced from the Amazon. Most illegal timber that has been fraudulently laundered into a supply chain has been harvested from protected areas, indigenous territories or natural forests. Reports suggest that the five most common ways in which companies achieve this is through:

1. Fraudulently obtaining approval for harvesting an area where timber has already been harvested or has otherwise been deforested.
2. Falsifying a forest inventory so that it overestimates the volume or density of valuable species thus allowing the company to log more than is permissible for the real volume/density or launder timber illegally logged elsewhere.
3. Obtaining approval to log an area without trees of commercial value, where no timber will be harvested, for the generation of credits and a transportation document that is then used for higher-value species illegally logged in another area.
4. Persuading a corrupt official to issue credits (the license to harvest timber) regardless of the authorized amount requested (even when impossibly large).
5. Persuading a corrupt official to issue fake credits to a non-existent company or registering fake tree inventories in the system to issue credits for timber companies that do not exist or do not have a forest to harvest legally.

While the federal government of Brazil developed an electronic traceability system in 2006, implementation was subsequently devolved to state level, with different systems used across states. At the same time, the “Declarations of Forest Origin” (DOF) document was introduced, a compulsory license containing information on the timber's origin, species, type of product, quantity, value and transportation route. All systems are intended to allow consignments in transit to be checked against declarations made by forest producers and sawmills but inspections reportedly do not happen during transit.
corruption and tampering of the online system have since undermined confidence. To date the official timber registry and monitoring systems are not able to control large-scale fraud and illegal logging, and therefore, timber production monitoring systems still need to be bolstered.

- Despite several high-profile enforcement operations that revealed systemic fraud and illegal logging, enforcement is limited in capacity and has been weakened further under the current political administration.

The Forest Code forms the legislative basis for the enforcement against illegal timber trade activities in Brazil. State agencies are responsible for enforcing the Forest Code. Enforcement of the Forest Code has been described as “weak” in part due to inconsistencies at the federal and state levels and a lack of transparency and capacities across the states.

Fraud and illegal logging are generally detected in isolated operations carried out by the enforcement agencies, which can only cover a very small fraction of Brazil’s forests. For example, Operation Archimedes uncovered systemic fraud and illegal logging in 2019, while Operation Paper Forests identified the use of fraud to launder over 91,000 cubic meters of sawnwood between 2014 and 2017, centered in Roraima but involving other Amazon states. Reports also suggest failures of enforcement authorities to act on evidence from satellite analyses of deforestation and forest degradation. Government efforts to enforce a ban on fires in the Amazon, including through deploying the military, to prevent another major fire catastrophe in 2020, further highlight the weaknesses as INPE reported a significant increase in the number of fires raging in July 2020 compared to the year before. Moreover, INPE itself has suffered political pressure from the current Federal Administration questioning the validity of its findings, leading to the firing of INPE’s President.

The probability that illegal logging will result in penalties has been estimated at less than 0.08 percent. Reports also suggest a weakening of penalties over the last few years. In 2020, IBAMA issued 20 percent fewer fines compared with 2019, amounting to a 42 percent reduction in the fines issued for “flora” specific violations in the Amazon region. There have been consistent reports that many fines are never paid (only 5 percent of fines imposed by the relevant authorities have been paid) or are eventually forgiven. Human Rights Watch suggest that fines for illegal logging in the Amazon have been effectively suspended since October 2019.

- There have been widespread reports about the weakening of environmental laws and requirements, some retroactively, which have led to ongoing cases involving high-profile politicians related to illegal logging and timber exports to international markets.

Since 2019, Brazil has approved 57 pieces of legislation that weaken environmental laws, from relaxing forest protections to declassifying the toxicity of dozens of pesticides. Almost half of the legislation, 27 bills, were passed during the height of Brazil’s Covid-19 pandemic, from March to September 2020.

Reports suggest that, in 2019, Brazil exported “thousands of cargoes of wood (from Pará State)…without authorization from the federal environment agency [IBAMA], increasing the risk that they originated from illegally deforested land.” IBAMA Superintendent for Pará State issued a retroactive export license for five containers of timber that had subsequently been held by customs authorities in the U.S., Belgium and Denmark when the shipments did not include the IBAMA authorization to export. Many companies that had exported without the licenses had reportedly applied for the IBAMA authorizations but had exported “before the agency had time to respond.” Probably as a response to this, IBAMA revoked Normative Instruction 15/2011, which requires companies to apply for export authorization from IBAMA, removing a key oversight step. In May 2021, Ricardo Salles, Brazil’s Minister of Environment, Eduardo Bim, the Director of IBAMA and at least eight other officials, were announced as the target of a Brazilian police operation investigating the extent to which corruption had been involved in the decisions that led to the export authorization requirement being revoked. The investigation reportedly stems from “extremely atypical financial transactions” including a surge of 7.4 million reais ($1.5 million) in Salles personal wealth since 2012 and an alert by the U.S. embassy about suspected irregularities in paperwork for timber shipped from the Amazon to the state of Georgia in 2020. In June 2021, Brazil’s Supreme Court authorized an additional investigation of Salles for obstruction of justice related to the largest ever seizure of illegal timber in March 2021. Salles resigned in June 2021 and was replaced by Joaquim Alvaro Pereira Leite, another Environment Ministry official who is also involved in an ongoing lawsuit concerning the allocation of indigenous land.

In authorizing the investigations in this case, Brazil’s Supreme Court also reversed the rule changes related to Normative Instruction 15/2011 in May 2021, which means that companies are required to apply for export authorization from IBAMA.
These requirements allow IBAMA to check the paperwork and conduct physical inspections on some shipments, which can help agents to catch cargoes that contain prohibited wood species or shipments that do not match the information on the manifest, a common practice for hiding illegal timber shipments in Brazil.117

- **There is also a high risk of tax evasion for timber products from Brazil.**

Fraudulent techniques are also reportedly used to evade taxes for timber exported from Brazil. Preferred by Nature reports that the tax burden in Brazil is relatively high (42 percent of the final value of the product), and as much as 10 percent of Brazil's GDP is lost through tax evasion each year.118 Companies trying to evade the high taxes will sometimes sell timber without the provision of a fiscal bill of sale, or one which under-reports the actual volume and/or value of the sale and exported product.119

- **Interpol and the EU Member States have issued high alert warnings for illegal timber from Brazil.**

Interpol issued a ‘Purple Notice’ in August 2016 (an international alert/request for cooperation) on illegal timber trading activities in Brazil's Pará State.120 The companies listed in the Notice made approximately 28 million Brazilian Real ($8 million) exporting illegal timber cut under false forest management plans in 2015, to Europe and the U.S.121

In September 2019, EU Member States developed a common enforcement position related to timber sourced from Brazil, publishing some specific risk assessment and mitigation guidelines which are up to date as of December 2020.122 This common enforcement position specifically concludes that under the EU Timber Regulation, species harvested in natural forests in the Brazilian Amazon Basin should generally be considered by operators to have a “non-negligible” risk of illegality and that Due Diligence needs to be assessed on a case-by-case basis.123 The following factors are considered to increase the risk of illegal timber harvest when sourcing from Brazil:

- High-value timber species, in particular Ipê; timber from the states of Rondônia, Pará, Mato Grosso or Amazonas and/or from areas bordering protected forest and/or indigenous territories;
- Overestimation of certain species on government-issued documents;
- Timber from any regions where land grabbing and violent crime have been linked to illegal timber harvesting;
- The vicinity of protected areas;
- Records of suppliers’ illegal practices related to timber harvest;
- Records on the prevalence of forest fires in the region;
- Inability to reconstitute the supply chain, particularly the links between the forest, the processing unit (normally the sawmill) and the exporting point;
- Dealing with companies with a track record of criminal activities.

- **Illegalities related to ownership of land and land conversion are a risk for timber sourced from Brazil.**

While illegal conversion of forestland for agricultural production is a significant risk in Brazil, high value timber is usually extracted prior to deforestation, and given that land is often cleared through burning, it is likely that the wood from illegal conversion land is not primarily used to produce timber that is sold on international markets.

Brazil’s legislation on land ownership and access rights is complex and continues to create uncertainty and conflict. Clearing land for crops or fields is considered an “effective use” of land in the Constitution and the first step to land ownership.124 As such, organized land grabbers and squatters have cleared forest areas and then taken advantage of various government programs granting land titles after clearance to validate illegal seizures of public or indigenous lands.125,126 It is common that land is improperly recorded in the property registers or that documents are fraudulently obtained so that there may be more than one ownership document relating to the same area.127 While the overall rate of land grabbing is not fully known, it was estimated that in 1999, 55 million of the 157 million hectares in the state of Amazonas were thought to be appropriated illegally. Although these numbers have likely declined, the practice of land grabbing persists.128

Illegal land grabbing has been found highly correlated with conversion of forest land for agricultural commodities, particularly for cattle and soy, the largest drivers of deforestation in Brazil.129,130 At least 88 percent of deforestation is due to commercial agriculture, of which 95 percent is likely illegal, often in violation of the Legal Reserve (LR) forest conservation quotas established by Brazil's Forest Code.131,132,133
REPORTS & ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

A list of relevant reports and additional online tools to complement this country report are also available at the IDAT Risk website: https://www.forest-trends.org/fptf-idat-home/

Key Reading:

3. Brito, Brenda and Barreto, Paulo. “Enforcement Against Illegal Logging in the Brazilian Amazon”. IMazon

METHODOLOGY & TERMINOLOGY NOTES

Risk scores reflect Preferred by Nature’s Timber Risk Assessment which measures the risk of illegality occurring in 21 areas of law relevant to timber legality, as well as Forest Trends’ national governance scores which provides an average relative governance and corruption risk score for 211 countries globally. Preferred by Nature’s scores have been flipped to ensure compatibility with Forest Trends’ national governance scores, where higher scores are associated with greater governance and corruption challenges. An average of both the Preferred by Nature and Forest Trends scores has been calculated for 66 countries where both are available as of 2021. For all other countries, the risk score reflects Forest Trends’ national governance scores. Countries scoring less than 25 are considered “Lower-Risk,” countries scoring between 25 and 50 are “Medium-Risk” and countries scoring above 50 are “Higher-Risk.” It is important to note that it is possible to source illegal wood from a well-governed, “Lower-Risk” state and it is also possible to source legal wood from a “Higher-Risk” country. As such, the risk scores can only give an indication of the likely level of illegal logging in a country and ultimately speaks to the risk that corruption and poor governance undermines rule of law in the forest sector.

The term “forest products” is used to refer to timber products (including furniture) plus pulp and paper. It covers products classified in the Combined Nomenclature under Chapters 44, 47, 48 and furniture products under Chapter 94. While the term “forest products” is often used more broadly to cover non-timber and non-wood products such as mushrooms, botanicals, and wildlife, “forest products” is used to refer to timber products plus pulp and paper in this dashboard.

Except where otherwise specified, all trade statistics and chart data is sourced from UN Comtrade, compiled and analyzed by Forest Trends.

Regulated markets reflect countries and jurisdictions that have developed operational measures to restrict the import of illegal timber. As of 2021, this included the U.S., Member States of the European Union (as well as the United Kingdom, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland), Australia, Canada, Colombia, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, South Korea, and Vietnam. Some measures are more comprehensive in scope, implementation, and enforcement than others.

All references to “EU + EFTA” signify the 27 Member States of the European Union, as well as the United Kingdom, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland.

Information on land grabbing and violent crime is publicly available via reports of local social organisations, such as the Comissão Pastoral da Terra (CPT, available at the following link: https://www.cptnacional.org.br/) and the Comissão Indigenista Missionária (CIMI, available at the following link: https://cimi.org.br/).


Link to the IBAMA website where information is provided on the companies that have been embargoed because of any trespass that has been identified: https://servicos.ibama.gov.br/ctf/publico/areasembargadas/ConsultaPublicaAreasEmbargadas.php
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This Timber Legality Country Risk Dashboard (Dashboard) was drafted by Forest Trends and funded by a grant from the United States Department of State, Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs. The opinions, findings, and conclusions stated herein are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the United States Department of State or any other party. The United States supports efforts to raise awareness of and combat global illegal logging and associated trade. This dashboard contributes to these ongoing efforts.

The Dashboards have been compiled from publicly available information sources to support risk assessments on the legality of timber products entering international supply chains. The Dashboards are for educational and informational purposes only. The Dashboards have been drafted with input from the Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA) and are subject to external peer review. The Dashboards will be updated periodically based on newly available information.

Forest Trends shall not be liable for any indirect, incidental, consequential, special, punitive or other similar damages, including but not limited to loss of revenues, lost profits, lost data or business interruption or other intangible losses (however such losses are qualified), arising out of or relating in any way to any party’s reliance on the information contained in the Dashboards.